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Abstract. We present a theoretically sound and automated model-based design,
analysis, and implementation framework for synthesizing correct-by-construction
code. Special emphasis is put on multi-threaded software and multi-processor
architectures. The framework consists in (1) a formal language which provides
platform-independent constructs to specify the behavior of an application using
an abstract execution model, and (2) a compilation chain for refining the appli-
cation abstract model into its concrete implementation on a target platform. The
prototype JAHUEL is currently being used for developing experimental industrial
applications.

1 Introduction

In current industrial engineering practices for developing embedded real-time systems,
application requirements and design constraints are spread out and do not easily inte-
grate and propagate through the development process. Moreover, the increasing com-
plexity of applications tends to enlarge the abstraction gap between application descrip-
tion and hardware. Consequently, ensuring non-functional requirements (e.g., timing
properties, resource management, ...) is costly and error-prone.

During the development cycle, two models of execution are distinguished. The first
one is the abstract model inherent to the specification of an application, which typically
corresponds to logically concurrent activites, with data and control dependencies. The
second one is the concrete execution model provided by a particular platform (run-time
system and hardware architecture). The problem consists in exploiting platform capa-
bilities (e.g., multithreading, pipelinening, dedicated devices, multiprocessors, ...) to
implement the abstract model, or eventually restricting the latter because of constraints
imposed by the concrete model (e.g., synchronous communication, shared memory,
single processor, bus contention, ...). In any case, the programmer must handle both
types of execution models during the development cycle. Therefore, there is a need
for (1) appropriate mechanisms for expressing these models, and (2) tools for formally
relating them, in order to produce executable code which (a) is correct with respect to
application’s logic, and (b) ensures non-functional requirements are met on the concrete
execution platform.

In this paper we are specially interested in two issues: concurrency and timing con-
straints. Current practices to handle them could be summarized as follows.
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Run-time libraries and compiler directives.A very common practice consists in using
a language with no support for concurreny or time (e.g., C), together with specific li-
braries or system calls (e.g., POSIX threads or MPI [10]) provided by the underlying
runtime system or using compiler directives (e.g., OpenMP [18]).3 This approach has
several inconveniences. First, there is no way to distinguish between abstract and con-
crete execution models at program level, and therefore, the reason that motivated the
programmer’s choice (i.e., application design or platform capability) is irrecoverable
from program code. This gives rise to a messy development cycle, where application
design and system deployment are not handled separately, and application code is too
early customized for a specific target, therefore impeding reusability and portability.
Second, correctness verification is almost impossible due to system calls.

Domain-specific programming languages.Another practice consists in using a lan-
guage with a (more or less formal) abstract execution model where time and concur-
rency are syntactic and semantic concepts (e.g., Lustre [11], Ada [5].) It is entirely
the role of the compiler to implement the abstract execution model on the target plat-
form. This approach enhances formal analysis. Nevertheless, these languages provide
no constructs for dealing with cross-cutting non-functional issues, and rely on a fully
automatic implementation phase that makes retargetting, platform exploration, and op-
timization hard to achieve. For instance, a typical industrial practice for exploiting mul-
tiprocessor architectures for synchronous programs consists in manually cutting the
code into pieces, and adding hand-written wrappers. This practice breaks down formal
analysis and suffers from the same inconveniences of the library/directives approach.
Although there is ongoing work to solve this problem for specific execution platforms
(e.g., [6]), there is no attempt neither to provide language support nor to develop a
general framework.

Modelling frameworks and architecture description languages.To some extent, some
of the abovementioned problems could be avoided using (domain-specific) architecture
description languages that provide means to integrate software and hardware models
(e.g., [4].) Still, in all ADL-based approaches we are aware of, description of the appli-
cation execution model is tied up to a platform-dependent execution model, which is,
consequently, implemented using platform primitives by direct translation of the appli-
cation code. Model-integrated development [14] also handles requirements composed
horizontally at the same level of abstraction. However, it does not seem to be well
adapted to reason about cross-cutting non-functional requirements that need vertical
propagation and composition through different abstraction layers. Platform-based de-
sign [20] is a methodology that supports vertical integration, but it is mainly focused on
composing functionality while abstracting away non-functional properties. PTOLEMY
II [19] is a design framework that supports composition of heterogeneous models of
concurrent computation, but it is oriented towards modeling and simulation rather than
to application-code synthesis.

Aspect-oriented software development.Aspects could help in bridging the gap between
application’s specification and the actual platform-specific implementation. However, to

3 Java provides some mechanisms, but they are (typically) implemented using platform libraries.



our knowledge, current AOP-based approaches require an important programming ef-
fort, do not handle timing constraints, and are not specifically focused on code synthesis
for different platforms, but are typically used for monitoring and optimization [15].

To overcome the aforementioned problems, we think compilation tools and their asso-
ciated technologies (analysis, optimization, ...) must play the central role of mapping
platform independent software into target execution platforms (operating system and
hardware), while ensuring at compile time that non-functional requirements provided
by system’s engineers will be met at runtime.

Integrating in the same toolset (1) a compiler, and (2) model-based formal analysis
and synthesis techniques for handling non-functional constraints and heterogeneous ar-
chitectures, is an innovative way to provide correct by construction code. This enables
code generation for specific platforms (including software-to-processor mapping and
scheduling), and platform-independent functional analysis, to be linked together in the
same tool-chain without semantic gap.

Such a framework will considerably increase the overall quality of industrial sys-
tems designed with these tools, guaranteeing the correctness of the resulting solution.
This approach enhances the applicability of formal verification and analysis techniques
in industrial design flows, leading to a significant reduction in overall system’s valida-
tion time.

Nevertheless, building representative models that adequately relate functional and
non-functional behavior, of both application software and execution platforms, is chal-
lenging [23]. Multi-threaded software and processors, and multi-processor architectures
bring in additional complexity.

To circumvent this complexity, we propose a framework consisting of a formal lan-
guage and its associated compilation chain. The purpose of the language is threefold.
First, it provides simple and platform-independent constructs to specify the behavior
of the application using an abstract execution model. Second, it provides semantic and
syntactic support for correctly refining the abstract execution model into the concrete
one. Third, the language and the compilation chain are extensible to easily support new
concrete execution models, without semantic break-downs. Besides, the language can
be used by the programmer to express program structure, functionality, requirements
and constraints, as well as by the compiler as a representation to be directly manipu-
lated to perform program analyses and program transformations to generate executable
code which achieves application requirements and complies to platform constraints.

In this paper, we present the basic language and its semantics, and the compilation
chain. The current prototype compilation-chain, called JAHUEL, is implemented using
an XML intermediate representation format, and Java for the algorithmic transforma-
tions. JAHUEL is connected with STMicroelectronics FlexCC2 compilation-suite [3].
We briefly illustrate the application of the framework on an industrial case study: an
MPEG-4 video encoder [1].

2 Informal presentation of the language

The underlying basic idea of our language, called FXML, is that computation units are
concurrent by default, while explicit precedences can be expressed to limit concurrency.



The granularity of computation units is not fixed, the smaller grain is the assignment
or legacy code. Data dependencies are implicit, but can be explicitely added to express
data dependencies in legacy code.

FXML provides aforall primitive to declare several concurrent iterations of the
same block. This construct is similar to FORTRAN 95 with the difference that we do al-
low dependencies between iterations. FXML also has “parallel” and “sequential” com-
position, similar to CSP [13]. However, a major difference with CSP is that our “paral-
lel” composition does not entail parallel execution at runtime, but it is only a mechanism
to specify logically concurrent activities.

An important difference with other languages is that basic FXML does not provide
any specific synchronization or communication primitives (like channels or rendez-
vous). Instead, the basic language can be extended with non-functional information
about the concrete execution model (e.g., execution times, synchronization mecha-
nisms, number of processors), and the target platform (e.g., OpenMP, Pthreads, MPI).

2.1 A simple producer/consumer

Let us start with a simple producer-consumer system to informally introduce FXML.
Fig. 1 (left) shows the C program of this system. Pragmas are the actual syntax used by
FlexCC2. The abstract syntax of FXML will be given later in this section. The concrete
syntax of FXML is defined as an XML schema, which is not presented here.

#pragma code_block
#pragma parallel writer user
main()
{

writer(); / * /&/ * / user();
}

#pragma code_block
void writer ()
{

while (1) { write(); }
}

#pragma code_block
void user ()
{
#pragma period 15 us

while (1) { use(); }
}

int x = 0;

#pragma code_block
#pragma execution_time [0,5] us
void write()
{

x++;
printf("WRITER : x = %d\n", x);

}

#pragma code_block
#pragma execution_time [0,10] us
#pragma dependency
main.writer.write -> (x) main.user.use [0,100] us
void use()
{

printf("USER : x = %d\n", x);
}

Fig. 1.Simple producer/consumer.



The pragmaparallel writer user declares that the C functionswriter()
anduser() invoked bymain() are logically concurrent. The abstract syntax symbol
for parallel is /&/ . Functionswriter() anduser() are non-terminating exe-
cutions,user() has a period of 15µs (pragmaperiod ). writer() callswrite()
which has an execution time less or equal than 5µs.user() callsuse() which com-
pletes in at most 10µs.dependency expresses that there is a data dependency between
write() anduse() onx , with a freshnessinterval[0, 100], that is,use() can only
take place if the time elapsed since the lastwrite() is less than 100µs.

FlexCC2 analyzes the program (pragmas and C code) and extracts a description of
it in the concrete XML syntax of FXML. Fig. 1 (right) shows a graphical representa-
tion of the program in (the XML representation of) FXML. The dotted arrow depicts
the dependency. The graph is also generated by FlexCC2. Functionswrite() and
use() , and variablex are considered as legacy C-code in FXML. The compilation
chain must preserve the data dependency, as well as the atomicity of the read and write
operations on variablex . This is done by adding the appropriate mutual exclusion and
synchronization mechanisms.

3 Formal definition and semantics of FXML

3.1 Syntax

The bodyof an FXML specification is composed of blocks calledpnodes. The term
pnodestands for “presentation node”. This notion comes from model theory: apnode
“presents” an abstract execution. Fig. 2 shows the abstract syntax forpnodes. The con-
crete syntax in XML is defined by an XML schema (not presented here).

Basic pnodes.nil denotes an empty set of executions. LetX be the set of variables.
Variables store values from a setV . An assignmentα has the formx0 = ζ(x1, . . . , xn),
wherexi ∈ X, i ∈ [0, n], andζ : V n → V is a computable function. We writeαi for
xi. A block of legacycode (legacy ) and a functioncall (eval ) arebasic pnodes.

Conditional pnodesare of the formif ζ(x1, . . . , xn) then p else q, wherep andq
arepnodes, andζ : V n → V is a boolean function.

Sequential compositionof p andq is thepnodep ; q.

Iterations. Thepnodesfor (i = init(x1, . . . , xn);i = inc(i ); test(i ))[per=P] p,
andwhile (test(x1, . . . , xn))[per=P] p, express iterations:i is the iteration vari-
able, init : V n → N is a computable function that gives the initial value ofi ,
inc : N → N is the increment function, andtest : N → V is a boolean function
that defines the looping condition.i is assumed not to be modified inp. The optional
declaration[per=P] gives the period of the loop, that is, the time distance between
two successive iterations ofp.



Parallel composition.FXML has two operators for expressing parallelism. Thepnode
p /&/ q specifies thatp andq are concurrent. Several parallel executions ofp are spec-
ified by thepnodeforall (i = init(x1, . . . , xn);i = inc(i); test(i )) p wherei ,
init, inc andtest are as forfor -loops.

Labeling. Pnodescan be labeled.L: p is apnode.

Dependencies.Letp be a (composite)pnode, with two descendantspi, i = 1, 2, labeled
L1 andL2 , respectively.p{L1 [d] → L2} specifies adependencybetweenp1 and
p2. Intuitively, this means thatp2 can only occurafterp1. The optional[d] expresses a
data dependency. 4 Fig. 1 shows a data dependency on variablex from write to use .

Let qi be iterationpnodeswhich are descendants ofp, andpi be descendants ofqi,
labeledLi, i = 1, 2. We writep {L1( k) [d] → L2(f( k)) } to express that there
is a (data) dependency between the occurrencepk

1 in the k-th iteration ofq1, and the
occurrence ofpf(k)

2 in thef(k)-th iteration ofq2. Examples of indexed dependencies
will be given in Sec. 5.

Timing constraints.Besides periods attached to iterations, allpnodescan be anno-
tated with timing constraints. Letp be apnodeand, for simplicity, leta, b ∈ N5.
p[ a, b] means that the execution time ofp is in the interval[a, b]. Intervals can also
be associated with all dependencies. Letpi be descendants ofp labeledLi, i = 1, 2.
p{L1→[ a, b]L2 } means that the time difference between the end ofp1 and the start
of p2 belongs to the interval[a, b]. Temporal data dependencies are useful for specify-
ing freshness constraints: the written value cannot be read (e.g., appear in the right-hand
side of an assignment) if the time distance between the write and read operations is out-
side the specified interval. Fig. 1 shows a freshness constraint of 100µs on variablex
from write to use .

3.2 Executions

The semantics of an FXML specification is a set ofexecutions. Intuitively, an execution
is a partial order of evaluated assignments. Before giving semantics to FXML specifi-
cations, we need to introduce some definitions.

Indexed assignments.An index is a listI of natural numbers and labels.〈`1, . . .〉 de-
notes the list consisting of elements`1, . . ., and◦ denotes concatenation of lists. An
indexedassignment is denotedαI . A set of indexed assignments is denotedA.

Timing. Time is modeled with a timing functionτ : A → IR+ × IR+. We write,
τ b(αI) = π1(τ(αI)), andτe(αI) = π2(τ(αI)), which denote respectively the begin-
ning and ending times of assignmentαI . τ satisfies the set of indexed assignmentsA,
denotedτ |= A, iff for eachαI ∈ A, τ b(αI) ≤ τe(αI).

4 This is not strictly necessary from a semantical point of view. Indeed, it is needed to be able to
express data dependencies hidden in legacy code. In this case, the data dependency declaration
is automatically inserted by the compiler during the data dependency analysis phase.

5 The actual syntax allows for more complex expressions.



DependenciesLet Out = {x ∈ X | ∃αI ∈ A : x = α0} be the set of vari-

ables assigned inA. The relation
d−→⊆ A × A models data dependencies: for all

βJ ∈ A, for all βj , if βj ∈ Out, then there exists auniqueαI ∈ A s.t. α0 = βj

andαI d−→ βJ . We writeαI βj−→ βJ as a shorthand forαI d−→ βJ ∧ α0 = βj . τ

satisfies the data dependency relation
d−→, denotedτ |= d−→, iff for any αI , βJ ∈ A,

αI d−→ βJ =⇒ τe(αI) ≤ τ b(βJ). The relation
;−→⊆ A×A gives an order between

indexed assignments inA, thus modeling sequential dependencies.τ satisfies
;−→, de-

notedτ |= ;−→, iff for any αI , βJ ∈ A, αI ;−→ βJ =⇒ τe(αI) ≤ τ b(βJ). We define

−→= d−→ ∪ ;−→. τ satisfies−→, denotedτ |=−→, iff τ |= d−→ andτ |= ;−→.

Valuations.A can be seen as a family(nA | n ∈ N) of sets of indexed assignements,
wherenA contains only indexed assignmentsαI ∈ A, whereα is of the formx0 =
ζ(x1, . . . , xn). Let ν = (nν | n ∈ N) be a family ofN-indexed valuation functions,
with nν : nA → V n+1. nν gives the value of variables for indexed assignments ofA:
nν(αI) = (v0, v1, v2, . . . , vn), with v0 = ζ(v1, v2, . . . , vn). ν satisfies

d−→, denoted

ν |= d−→, iff for any αI ∈ nA, βJ ∈ mA, with nν(αI) = (v0, v1, v2, . . . , vn) and
mν(βJ) = (w0, w1, w2, . . . , wm), we have thatαI βj−→ βJ =⇒ wj = v0.

Executions.An executione is (X,A, V,
d−→,

;−→, τ, ν), s.t.τ |= A, τ |=−→, ν |= d−→.

Timing constraints.τ b(e) = minαI∈Ae
τ b(αI), andτe(e) = maxαI∈Ae

τe(αI), are
the starting and ending time ofe, respectively.

Subexecutions.f is a subexecution ofe, f ⊆ e, iff Af ⊆ Ae, and
d−→f= d−→e�Af×Af

,
;−→f=

;−→e�Af×Af
, τf = τe �Af

, nνf = nνe �nAf
, where� means “restricted to”.

Partitions. A partition ofe is a collection ofn, n > 1, subexecutionse1, e2, . . . , en, of
e, s.t.e1, e2, . . . , en are non-trivial, disjoint (Ai∩Aj = ∅ for i 6= j), and

⋃
i=1,...,n Ai =

A. We writee = e1 & e2 & . . . & en.

Sequential partition.A partition is sequential, denotede = e1 ; e2 ; . . . ; en, if ∀αI ∈
Ai, β

J ∈ Aj : i < j =⇒ αI ;−→e βJ .

Sequence dependency.Forh, f, g ⊆ e, we writef
;−→e g if h = f ; g.

Indexed executions.The indexing ofe with K is the executioneK whereAeK is defined
s.t. for allαI ∈ Ae, αK◦I ∈ AeK .

3.3 Semantics

We use an algebraic definition of the semantics [8]. Ifp is apnodeande is an execution,
e |= p means thate is an execution forp. The semantics ofp is [[p]] = {e | e |= p}.



pnode
<< abstract >>

label (0..1) : string
declaration (0..1) : declaration
dep-list (0..1) : {dependency} (1..*)
read-var-list (0..1) : {var-name} (1..*)
written-var-list (0..1) : {var-name} (1..*)
execution-time (0..1) : execution-time

/&/

body (1..1) : body

;

body (1..1) : body
attribute :
execution (0..1) : { non-atomic ,

atomic}  [non-atomic] for

var-name (1..1) : var-name
init (1..1) : a-exp
test (1..1) : b-exp
step (1..1) : a-exp
period (0..1) : period
body (1..1) : body

abort

cause (0..1) : string

body

{pnode} (1..*)

if-then-else

if (1..1) : condition (1..1) : condition
then (1..1) : body (1..1) : body
else (0..1) : body (1..1) : body

while

condition (1..1) : condition
period (0..1) : period
body (1..1) : body

forall
var-name (1..1) : var-name
init (1..1) : a-exp
test (1..1) : b-exp
step (1..1) : a-exp
body (1..1) : body

assignment

var-name (1..1) : var-name
expression (1..1) : expression

nil

legacy-code

code-type (1..1) : string
source-code (1..1) : string

eval

name (1..1) : string
args (0..1) : {variable} (1..*)
results (0..1) : {variable} (1..*)

legacy-eval

name (1..1) : string
code-type (1..1) : string
source-code (1..1) : string

function

name (1..1) : string
args (0..1) : {variable} (1..*)
results (0..1) : {variable} (1..*)
body (1..1) : body

legacy-function

name (1..1) : string
code-type (1..1) : string
source-code (1..1) : string

Fig. 2.Syntax of an FXML body.

Nil. The semantics ofnil is the empty execution(∅, ∅, ∅, ∅, ∅, ∅, ∅).

Assignments.e |= α iff Ae = {αI} for some indexI.

Conditional statements.e |= if ζ(x1, . . . , xn) then p else q iff e = e1; e2 with e1

ande2 s.t. e1 |= ζ(x1, . . . , xn), with Ae1 = {αI}, ande2 |= p if nνe1(α
I) = true,

otherwisee2 |= q.

Sequential composition.e |= p1; p2 iff e = e1 ; e2, s.t.ei |= pi, i = 1, 2.

Iterations. Let S = {k1, . . . , kN} be the indexed set of the values taken by the iteration
variable i . S is defined byinc, which is increasing:i < j =⇒ ki ≤ kj . e |=
for(...) p iff e = f1

〈1〉 ; . . . ; fN
〈N〉, wherefj |= p, j ∈ [1, N ], and for every

αI ∈ mAfj
(for anym ∈ N) with mνfj

(αI) = (v0, v1, v2, . . . , vm): αl = i =⇒ vl =
kj . That is, the value of the iteration variablei is equal tokj in fj .

The semantics ofwhile -loops is similar. Assignments are indexed using a hidden
variable, whose values are1, . . . , N , when the loop stops after theN -th iteration.6

e |= while (test(x1, . . . , xn)) p iff e = c1 ; f1
〈1〉 ; . . . ; cN ; fN

〈N〉 ; cN+1, where
cj |= test(x1, . . . , xn), j ∈ [1, N + 1], fj |= p, j ∈ [1, N ], and the conditions evaluate
to true in cj , j ∈ [1, N ], and tofalsein cN+1.

6 The semantics of a non-terminating loop is an infinite execution.



Parallel composition.e |= p1 /&/ p2 iff e = e1 & e2, ei |= pi, i = 1, 2. Composition
is commutative and associative. The semantics offorall -loops is as follows. Let
S = {k1, . . . , kN} be the set of indices defined byinc. e |= forall(...) p iff
e = f1

〈1〉 & . . . & fN
〈N〉, wherefj |= p, j ∈ [1, N ], and for everyαI ∈ mAfj

(for
anym ∈ N) with mνfj (α

I) = (v0, v1, v2, . . . , vm): αl = i =⇒ vl = kj .

Dependencies.Let p be a compositepnode, with two descendantspi, labeledLi, i =
1, 2. e |= p{L1 → L2} iff e |= p, and for eache2 ⊆ e, s.t. e2 |= p2, there exists
e1 ⊆ e, e1 |= p1, s.t.e1

;−→e e2. That is, every occurrence ofp2 in an execution of
p should be preceeded by an occurrence ofp1 in the same execution. Notice that there
might be more than one occurrence ofp2 in the execution (e.g., due to iterations), but
only one ofp1 is required to exist. The semantics for data dependencies (→d) is similar,

except thate1, e2 are s.t.e1
d−→e e2.

An executione models the iteration dependencyp {L1( k) → L2(f( k)) } iff
e |= p, and for allk ∈ [1, N ], if e

〈k〉
1 ⊆ e is a model of thek-th iteration ofp1, i.e.,

e
〈k〉
1 |= p1, ande

〈f(k)〉
2 ⊆ e is a model of thef(k)-th iteration ofp2, i.e.,e〈f(k)〉

2 |= p2,

then there is a sequential dependency betweene
〈k〉
1 ande

〈f(k)〉
2 , i.e.,e〈k〉1

;−→e e
〈f(k)〉
2 .

Similarly for iteration data dependencies.

Timing constraints. e |= p[ a, b] iff e |= p and τe(e) − τ b(e) ∈ [a, b]. For de-
pendencies:e |= p{L1→[ a, b]L2 } iff e |= p[ a, b] , and for allei ⊆ e, ei |= pi,
i = 1, 2, e1

;−→e e2 =⇒ τ b(e2) − τe(e1) ∈ [a, b]. Similarly for temporal data de-
pendencies. For periods:e |= for(...) [per=P] p iff e |= for(...) p, where
e = f1

〈1〉 ; . . . ; fN
〈N〉, s.t., for alli ∈ [1, N ], [ τ b(fi

〈i〉), τe(fi
〈i〉) ] ⊆ [(i− 1)P, iP [.

Similarly for while -loops.7

4 The compilation chain

4.1 Transformations

Compiling an FXML specification consists in transforming it until actual executable
code for a specific platform could be generated. LetL denote a language. Concretely,
L is given by an XML schema, where each element definition has an associated type.
Thus, the compilation chain looks like a sequenceL0 7→∗ L0 7→ L1 7→∗ . . .Ln,
whereLi 7→∗ Li is a sequence ofrefinementswithout changing the language (e.g., by
adding new sequential dependencies), andLi 7→ Li+1 is a transformation that adds
information not expressible inLi (e.g., the number of processors in the architecture, the
communication and synchronization mechanisms, ...).

For simplicity, we define a transformation fromL to L′ to be an injective map
φ : L → L′, that is, every element of the XML schemaL is in the set of elementsL′.
For transformations more complex than injective maps see, e.g., [9]. LetEL be the set
of executions “of typeL”, andFφ : EL′ → EL be the “forgetting” function that forgets
all information that is specific to executions “of typeL′”. φ : L → L′ is correct iff for
all executionse′ |=L′ φ(p) it follows thatFφ(e′) |=L p.

7 The principle is the same for non-terminating loops.



4.2 JAHUEL

JAHUEL is an FXML-based prototype compilation chain. The tool smoothly handles
different kinds of interacting non-functional issues as a mix of language features, anal-
yses, and transformations: (a) timing requirements of the application (such as deadlines,
periods and freshness), are part of the program and used for scheduling; (b) timing as-
sumptions about execution times can be either added by the programmer and passed
to the back-end compiler as constraints, or synthesized by program analysis; and (c)
code optimization and scheduling are uniformly treated as transformations. JAHUEL is
constructed to be easily extended to cope with new execution models, by extending the
basic FXML schema and by adding transformations. JAHUEL provides some general
transformations that can be customized for different execution platforms.

4.3 Using JAHUEL : the producer/consumer example

The starting point is the FXML specification extracted by FlexCC2 from the annotated
C program. Fig. 1(right) shows the graphical structure of the actual specification. Boxes
arepnodes. A compositepnodeis connected by a plain arrow to its components. The
temporal data dependency on variablex from write to use is attached to thepnode
/&/ (labeled “parallel” in the figure). The dotted arrow only serves for visualisation
purposes (it is automatically added by FlexCC2 to the graphical representation).

JAHUEL performs a first transformation to put the input description into a canon-
ical form. Second, it applies a transformation where all dependencies are replaced by
a generic synchronization mechanism. This transformation, denotedG, generates an
extension of FXML, denoted FXMLg, with primitivesmutex X (denoting a mutual
exclusive access on a set of variablesX), signal L (for signaling the termination
of the execution of the pnode labeledL), andwait cond (for waiting until condition
cond is satisfied). Fig. 3 shows the transformation rules for a timed data dependency.
C1 is a continuous variable whose value evolves with time. The semantics is that the
value ofC1 is the time elapsed since the termination of pnodeL1 . The testa ≤ C1
≤ b corresponds to the requirementτe(e) − τ b(e) ∈ [a, b], in the semantics of timed
dependencies defined before. It is not difficult to define the semantics of FXMLg as an
extension of the semantics of FXML given in Sec. 3.

L1: p1

mutex {x}G(p1);C1:=0;signal L1

L2: p2

wait L1 ∧ a≤C1≤b;mutex {x}G(p2)

Fig. 3.TransformationG for a timed data dependencyL1 d→[a,b] L2 onx .

The generic synchronization structure is used to generate code for more concrete
mechanisms. Indeed, FXMLg allows factoring the processing of dependencies which
is a common step to all platform-dependent implementations guaranteeing the depen-
dency. FXMLg specifications can be transformed by JAHUEL to enable code-generation



for widely used mechanisms provided by real-time operating systems APIs (e.g., POSIX)
and programming languages (e.g., Java):lock , unlock , wait , andnotify . We de-
noteS the transformation and FXMLs the extension of FXMLg with these constructs.
For simplicity, we only give here the transformation rule for a timed data dependency
(Fig. 4), but JAHUEL handles all dependencies.

L1: p1
lock(Lx) ;S(p1);unlock(Lx) ;lock(L1); C1:=0; L1.b:=true; notify(L1); unlock(L1)

L2: p2
lock(L1); while(!(L1.b ∧ a ≤ C1 ≤ b))wait(L1); unlock(L1)lock(Lx) ;S(p2);unlock(Lx)

Fig. 4.TransformationS for a timed data dependency.

After having processed the dependencies, and generated the specification of the
producer/consumer in FXMLs, JAHUEL applies a generic transformation whose role is
to structure the representation for generating code for thread-based runtime platforms.
This gives a specification in FXMLth. The basic idea is simple:pnodeswriter and
user composed with the parallel composition operator/&/ becomethreads. In the
main pnode, the calls to legacy C-functionswriter() anduser() are wrapped-up
by an FXMLth-constructstart whose (intuitive) meaning is launching a thread. The
semantics of FXMLth can be formally defined along the same lines of FXML.

From FXMLth, different transformations for specific thread interfaces (e.g., Pthreads,
SystemC, ...) can be directly applied (e.g., using XSLT). Fig. 5 shows part of the
C+Pthreads and SystemC implementations generated by JAHUEL for the example.

JAHUEL also implements a transformation into discrete-time stop-watch automata
to enable scheduler synthesis using the tool described in [17, 16].

5 Case study: An MPEG-4 video encoder

We have used the language and the tool for generating parallel implementations of an
MPEG-4 video encoder under development at STMicroelectronics. We have produced
code for different run-time platforms, such as Pthreads, OpenMP and MPI, and hard-
ware architectures. For the sake of simplicity, we present here only a part of the FXML
representation (and not the actual C code with pragmas) and the code synthesis phases
for a grid running MPI. More details about the full application can be obtained in [1].

Our FXML model describes the existing concurrency in the compression standard
originally hidden in the block diagram model [2]. The specification is composed of
forall pnodesand legacy C functions, together with dependencies in the MPEG en-
coding algorithm. Aframe is a W × H matrix of macroblocks, which contain pic-
ture data. The standard specifies computations on macroblocks, such as, motion es-
timation (ME), motion vector prediction (MVP), ..., and functional dependencies be-
tween computations. The mainencode procedure is depicted in Fig. 6. For lack of
space, and to enhance readability, we do not present here the actual FXML specifica-
tion, but only a graphical representation of (part of) it.forall(x,y) is a shorthand



void User()
{
X_lock_simply(&thUser,&initialization);
X_unlock_simply(&thUser,&initialization);

X_clock User_LCLOCK;
X_clock_init(&User_LCLOCK);

while (true)
{
X_lock(&thUser,-1,&write_happened);

while (((write_happened_CONTROL) == (-1)) ||
(X_clock_get(&thUser,-1,&write_GCLOCK,"us") > 100))
{
X_wait(&thUser,-1,-1,&write_happened);
}

X_unlock(&thUser,-1,&write_happened);// end CTOR User

X_lock(&thUser,-1,&x_shared);

X_clock use_task_LCLOCK;
X_task_b(&thUser,-1,"use",&use_task_LCLOCK,0,10,"us");
use();
X_task_e(&thUser,-1,"use",&use_task_LCLOCK,0,10,"us");

X_unlock(&thUser,-1,&x_shared);

X_wait_for_period(&thUser,-1,&User_LCLOCK,15,"us");
}
}

SC_MODULE(User)
{
sc_inout<int> Synchro;

void User_function()
{

while (true)
{
while (Synchro == -1)
{
wait();
}

Synchro = -1;

wait(SC_ZERO_TIME);

}
} // end User_function

SC_CTOR(User)
{
SC_THREAD(User_function);
sensitive << Synchro;

} // end CTOR User
}; // end MODULE User

Fig. 5.Producer/consumer’s C+Pthreads (left) and SystemC (right) code.

for: forall(x=0; x++; 0<=x<W) {forall(y=0; y++; 0<=y<H) }. All de-
pendencies shown in Fig. 6 are iteration dependencies between instances of nested
forall s. For example, the standard specifies that the Choice computation on a mac-
roblock must be done after the motion estimation on it. This property is expressed in
FXML as the dependencyME(x,y) →Choice(x,y) which specifies that the (x,y)-
instance of the MEpnode(which encapsulates the legacy C function of the motion
estimation algorithm) must finish before starting the (x,y)-instance of the Choicepn-
ode.

encode
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forall(x,y) forall(x,y) forall(x,y) forall(x,y) mb encode MBL

if (ptype==INTER)
ME

if (ptype==INTER)
MVP

ME(x-1,y)→ MVP(x,y)
ME(x,y-1)→ MVP(x,y)

ME(x+1,y-1)→ MVP(x,y)

Choice
ME(x,y)→ Choice(x,y)

if (ptype==INTER)
MVD

ME(x,y)→ MVD(x,y)
MVP(x,y)→ MVD(x,y)

Fig. 6.MPEG-4 encode function with macroblock dependencies.

Pnodemb encode is the parallel composition of severalpnodes. One of these,
namelyQiQ, is shown in Fig. 7.8 The dependencies associated to (x,y)-instances of
QiQ are graphically represented by the matrix in Fig. 8 (left). Each bullet at position
(x,y) corresponds to the execution ofQiQ(x,y) . The arrows illustrate the dependen-

8 QiQ computes the quantization and the inverse quantization functions specified in the standard.



forall(x=0; x++; 0 <= x < W)
forall(y=0; y++; 0 <= y < H)

QiQ(x,y)=F[QiQ(x-1,y),QiQ(x-1,y-1),QiQ(x,y-1)]

Fig. 7.QiQ algorithm.

cies:QiQ(x-1,y-1) , QiQ(x-1,y) , andQiQ(x,y-1) must be computed before
QiQ(x,y) . Indeed, these dependencies can be eliminated applying automatic paral-
lelization techniques (e.g., [7]) (Fig. 8 (right)) to obtain dependency-freeforall s
which can be implemented without communication overhead. The transformedQiQ
specification is obtained by replacing theforall pnodeby the sequential composi-
tion of threepnodesas shown in Fig. 9. Clearly, the new specification is arefinementof
the previous one.
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4.2. Abstract execution model
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4.3. Bounding parallelism
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4.4. Concrete execution model
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Fig. 8.QiQ dependencies.

At this point, we can take care of implementation constraints imposed by the run-
time platform. Let us first handle code-partitioning for functionsf other thanQiQ
(which needs no further refinement). Letp the number of processors. We decide to
divide each dependency-freeforall into n tasks, wheren > dH

p e. We choosen to be
the number of rowsH. Pnodesof the form forall(0<=x<W,0<=y<H) f(x,y)
get transformed asforall(0<=y<H) for(0<=x<W) f(x,y) , that is, a sequen-
tial execution off on arow of macroblocks on one processor. This syntactic transfor-
mation is a refinement.

Let us now consider the task-to-processor mapping. The mapping consists in first
transforming the parallel composition (/&/ ) (Fig. 6) into a sequential one; . This syn-
tactic transformation is a refinement and does not need adding new constructs. We now
assign to eachforall pnodethe whole set of processors. This is done by extending
the language to be able to attach a number of processors topnodes.

The last transformation produces the platform-dependent implementation of the
MPEG-4 encoder. In this case, we decided to generate code for MPI using a mas-
ter/slave organization and a dynamic scheduling strategy. Indeed, this phase requires
adding new constructs to account for platform characteristics (e.g., dynamic schedul-
ing, code distribution, ...). These constructs are not meant to be used by the programmer
who only needs to specify the appropriate compilation option. The tool will automati-



for(0 <= d <= min(H,W)-1)
forall(0 <= y <= d)

QiQ(d-y,y)=F[QiQ(d-y,y),QiQ(d-y-1,y-1),QiQ(d-y,y-1)] ;
for(min(H,W) <= d <= max(H,W)-1)

forall(0 <= y <= min(H,W)-1)
QiQ(d-y,y)=F[QiQ(d-y,y),QiQ(d-y-1,y-1),QiQ(d-y,y-1)] ;

for(max(H,W) <= d <= H+W-1)
forall(d-max(H,W)+1 <= y <= min(H,W)-1)

QiQ(d-y,y)=F[QiQ(d-y,y),QiQ(d-y-1,y-1),QiQ(d-y,y-1)] ;

Fig. 9.Transformed QiQ.

cally apply the corresponding model transformation, followed by the code generation
phase for the actual platform.

To evaluate the parallel encoder performances we measured the relative gain in
compression timeG(p) = T1−Tp

T1
, whereTp is the execution time forp processors,

compared with the execution timeT1 of the sequential implementation. Performance
results (detailed in [1]) show that even if the speedup is sub-linear, since some encoding
phases cannot be parallelized, the addition of new processing units to the architecture
has a positive impact in encoding time: the parallel compression time is smaller than the
sequential time by nearly 15% for two processors and reaches nearly 70% for sixteen
processors.9

6 Conclusions and future work

We have presented the FXML language for specifying concurrent real-time applica-
tions. FXML has a simple abstract execution model based on the notion of atomic as-
signment and dependencies. FXML can be incrementally extended with information
related to refinements of the abstract model into more concrete ones. A compiler is a
sequence of transformations going from a language (or model) to another (more con-
crete one). Based on this idea, we have developed the compilation chain JAHUEL that
provides several translation phases which can be easily customized for different runtime
platforms.

Our framework is grounded on well established notions such as program analysis
and transformation, refinement and scheduler synthesis. The main contribution of our
work is to have shown that these techniques could be put together into a pre-industrial,
extensible, and customizable compilation chain for generating code without semantic
break-downs along the way.

We are currently working on (1) applying our framework in other industrial applica-
tions, (2) strengthening the integration into FlexCC2, and (3) generating code for other
platforms. Special effort is being put on generating SystemC/TLM code. The main mo-
tivation for this is early prototyping, verification and testing of embedded applications

9 Other implementations are currently under evaluation on different embedded platforms.



on simulated hardware platforms. Automated generation of both executable and simu-
lation code from the same formal model ensures simulation results are trustworthy.
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